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Lift door with extremely low transom heights
for modernization

This is where the great advantage of the Kompakt
series really makes itself felt. All the components that
have been in use for years below the transom level
are, without exception, standard components from
the current door generation 3 – not only the door
frames but also the door panels and their guide rails,
sills etc. This considerably simplifies the stocking
of spare parts by the service company, since many
components that are typically needed in urgent
situations that can also be used with the Kompakt
doors are often in stock anyway.

Flexible solutions for installation
In addition, as flexible solutions for a wide range
of applications, Kompakt doors are available in
both EvoS (shaft wall installation) and EvoN (niche
installation) versions.
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The galvanised running rail made of rolled, bottom-welded profile steel also possesses a high
level of resisting torque against warping and
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TG3 Kompakt – Dimensions:
Door construction			
Side opening

Clear door width (CDW)

two panel TTS/TTK 25 S/K 2 R/L CDW =

Centre opening four panel STS/STK 28 S/K 4 Z

Clear door height (CDH)

700 - 1400 mm

CDH = 2000 - 2300 mm

CDW = 1000 - 2400 mm

CDH = 2000 - 2300 mm

manufactured by Meiller are made of zinc-magnesium coated sheet metal. These have a double-wall
and all-round welded construction as standard,
although they can additionally be clad with or made
completely of stainless steel. Even framed glass or
full-glass panels for the Kompakt series are optionally available.
With our new Kompakt door series, we are adding
to our already extensive range of innovative modernization concepts that are suitable for just about any
application and also offer professional solutions for
lift shafts with narrow space conditions.
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Very often, old landing door installations have rather

Kompakt doors can be supplied in all door panel

